
Authors of the Protocols of the Elders
of Zion — Jews? Or Jesuits!

This article is taken from http://www.moresureword.com/Protocol.htm Some of
my friends are trying to convince me that the conspiracy is a Jewish thing.
My research has led me away from the Jews and toward the Jesuit / Vatican
connection.

Protocols of the Learned Elders of Zion

Who wrote them?
What is their purpose?
Why They Were Written?

Rom 2:28-29 For he is not a Jew, which is one outwardly; neither is that
circumcision, which is outward in the flesh: But he is a Jew, which is one
inwardly; and circumcision is that of the heart, in the spirit, and not in
the letter; whose praise is not of men, but of God.

The purpose here is truth. The purpose is to help you know your enemy, and
possibly pull some deceived and deluded people out of the jaws of hell before
the door of salvation closes. This is a message of love and truth, not hate
or deception.

Love constrains that the light of truth be shined on the Protocols and the
organizations that have used the Protocols to advance the plans of Lucifer,
the devil. The majority in organizations like the Jesuits, and Freemasonry do
not know the god in control of the rottenness at the top of these
organizations is Lucifer, the Anti-Christ, and the false prophet. The
majority will be destroyed by their lack of knowledge that Lucifer is the god
of these organizations. It is love and certainly not hate for any of the
masses of ignorant Roman Catholics, or ignorant Freemasons, or even ignorant
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Jesuits, who do not know the Luciferian rottenness at the top of these
organizations. The top of Freemasonry and Jesuits who worship Lucifer, yes we
are at war. I hate your god Lucifer with a perfect hatred. It is very sure
that all that corrupt top, and every arm serving Lucifer with deliberate
knowledge and purpose, will surely lose this war. It is a done deal, and the
Luciferians are too deceived to even know it. If you want to put out or
execute a contract on me then you just don’t KNOW my Big Brother, and you
can’t know my Father. Alleluia!

The Jesuit Oath is similar to the Protocols of the Learned Elders of Zion.
The Jesuits obviously wrote the Protocols because they have carried out every
protocol in that little handbook. They have carried everything out. Indeed
there are different Protocols, there may be as many as 20 or 30 Protocols.
That is not so important as it is to understand that ALWAYS the Protocols
further the agenda of the Jesuit Order.

The Protocols played a big part of the Jesuit, or Communist take over of
Russia. After the Bolsheviks took over and killed the Russian Orthodox
leaders, purged Russia of Protestants, and set up the gulag system, the
Jesuits behind it all, could openly invite the Jesuits to take over. The
Jesuits were given formal re-entry into Russia in 1922, after the Bolshevik
Revolution and Civil War. The Russian College was erected in Rome in 1929, so
they could prepare Russian Jesuits to rule Russia. And that’s what they’ve
done. The Jesuit General rules through the KGB, just like they rule America
through the CIA and the FBI.

The Protocols outline this. Remember, the Protocols were discovered in
Russia, and translated by an Englishman, Marsden. It was the huge gulag
system, the huge concentration camp system, that gave the Jesuits practice to
do this in Europe, and the plan is to do it SOON in America. The big thing
was, that using the Protocols, the Jesuits were able to blame it all on the
Jews. A demonic masterpiece.

This BLAMING THE JEWS was their great accomplishment that continues to serve
the Jesuit purposes so well today. Many people who know something is wrong,
and are highly motivated to do something, are derailed and become part of the
problem by blaming the Jews. It is amazing, yet all too true that, in the
process of this stealing, killing, and destruction, they blamed it on the
Jews. Blaming the Jews then justified in the eyes of the European people, the
annihilation of the Jewish race in Europe. Was it not the Jews who did this
in Russia? The Jews killed all the Christians in Russia! The Jews sent them
off to Siberia! After all, wasn’t Trotsky a Jew? Wasn’t Lenin a Jew? It is
all the Jews! So, they fell, and continue to fall for the bait of the
Protocols. How sad and stupid and counter productive to the purposes of the
true God. But the Protocols even today, cause people to trade the love heart
motivator for that of hate. That is the great Luciferian success of the
Protocols.

So they blamed it all on the Jews, and purged Europe of its Jews. Europe is
primarily Roman Catholic now. It’s a Roman Catholic block, and it will be the
army of the Anti-Christ, with its European Union. The Jews, then, were forced
out of the nations to Israel. And remember, during World War II, when the



Jews tried to escape and they were desperate to get out of Germany, do you
think Jew-controlled Russia would let the Jews in?

If the Jews really controlled Russia, they could have gone right into Russia.
They were not allowed. Stalin would not allow any Jews to go into Russia.
Churchill would not allow any Jews to go into England. And that criminal, and
perhaps greatest traitor, FDR, would not allow any Jews to come into America.
They were not allowed to escape.

Alberto Rivera told us much about the origin of the Protocols. He was a
Jesuit, a "professed" Jesuit. He found the Truth. He renounced Lucifer’s
Jesuits and shined the light of truth upon them. Alberto was greatly maligned
and not helped at all by the Apostate, Protestants, and Baptists in America.
He was helped, somewhat, by Jack Chick. Jack Chick published his story in six
volumes, titled Alberto I, II, III, IV, V, & VI.

Alberto Rivera says that it was Jews aligned with the Pope who published the
Protocols. The Jesuits hand is all over the Protocols. Whether they used some
traitorous Jews, or did it alone, is debatable. What is not debatable is that
they alone, were the ones who were able to bring this to pass. Alberto
Rivera, was greatly hated by the Vatican because he was a very high Jesuit
who came out and, in the late ’60s, about 1969, exposed the power of Rome in
the ecumenical movement. Alberto let us know that Rome controlled Kathryn
Kuhlman; that Rome controlled Billy Graham; that Rome controlled Ronald
Reagan and the whole American government.

The Jesuits are the ones in control of the government. They’re the ones
behind professional sports. The owner of the Pittsburgh Steelers is a Knight
of Malta. The owner of the Detroit Lions is a Knight of Malta. All your top
owners of these ball clubs, for the most part, are Knights of Malta, getting
the people whooped up in this hoopla over games and sports, while they’re
busy creating a tyranny. So, that was one of the things in the Protocols—that
they would create "amusements".

Another one they used was Walt Disney, a 33 degree Freemason with his
Disneyworld, and Disneyland. They create all of these amusements and games
and pastimes to get the people drunk with pleasure, while they’re busy
overthrowing the Protestant or Biblical form of government.

Jesuits set up and control the Knights of Malta. The High Knights are good,
dear brothers with the High Mafia Dons—the Gambinos, the Lucchese, the
Columbos, all of them. And Jesuits control Hollywood, not the Jews. It is
only Jews who are front-men, that is the Jesuit way. Jews who are involved in
Hollywood and working for the Mafia and for the Cardinal, just like in
politics it would be Arlen Spector. Arlen Spector was Cardinal Spellman’s Jew
in the assassination of President Kennedy, and he would never say a word
about it. Jews for front men to blame, it is the Jesuit way.

The Jesuit General is the absolute, complete, and total dictator of the
Order. When he speaks, his provincials move. The provincials are his major
subordinates. There are around 90 provincials right now. The Jesuit Order has
divided the world into about 80 or 90 regions. For each region, there is a



Jesuit provincial. There are 10 provincials in the United States. They’ve
divided up the world into these provinces.

The Jesuit General exercises full and complete power over the Order. He meets
with his provincials. When they decide to start a war, he gets the
information from the provincial of that country, how best to go about this,
the demeanor of the people, and then he uses legitimate grievances to foam an
agitation—like the 1964 Civil Rights Movement. That was ALL a Jesuit
agitation, completely, because the end result was more consolidation of power
in Washington with the 1964 Civil Rights Act. That Act was written by Notre
Dame President Rev. Theodore Hesburgh.

The Jesuit General rules the world through his provincials. And the
provincials then, of course, rule the lower Jesuits, and there are many
Jesuits who are not "professed", (Professed = taking the Luciferian blood
oath). Most of the lower Jesuits have no idea what’s going on at the top.
They have no concept of the power of their Order.

It’s just like Freemasonry, the lower degrees have no idea that the High
Shriner Freemasons are working for the Jesuit General. They think that
they’re just doing works and being good people. But the bottom line is that
the high-level Freemasons are subject, also, to the Jesuit General. The
Jesuit General, with Fredrick the Great, wrote the High Degrees, the last 8
Degrees, of the Scottish Rite Freemasonry when Fredrick protected them from
the Pope in 1773.

The Jesuit Order, and the most powerful Freemason they had in the craft,
Fredrick the Great, were working together. That is an irrefutable conclusion.
The French Revolution and the Napoleonic Wars were carried out by
Freemasonry, everything Napoleon did, and the Jacobins, whatever they did,
advanced the agenda of the Jesuit Order.

The Jesuit Order has no women. They have no love of a woman because that
could lead you to allegiance to your wife and family, and could effect your
absolute obedience to the General. That’s why they will NEVER be married, and
that’s one of the great KEYS to their success.

They can betray a nation and walk away. They can betray us in Vietnam and
walk away. They can betray us every time we go to the hospital and get
radiated and cut and drugged, and walk away. Their ultimate goal is the rule
of the world, with the Pope of their making, from Solomon’s rebuilt Temple in
Jerusalem. That’s their ultimate goal.

And why is the rebuilding of Solomon’s Temple so important? Because the
Jesuits have always wanted that. When Ignatius Loyola first started the
Order, one of the first things he did was, he wanted to go to Jerusalem and
set up the Jesuit headquarters there. So, he went there, he tried to do it
and failed, came back, went to school.

Loyola then wanted to form an army. This happened with his spiritual
exercises. Those spiritual exercises would be basic training for all of his
Jesuits. That is what they will ALL go through. That’s what every Jesuit goes



through today.

One of the keys of the spiritual exercises is that if my superior says "black
is white and white is black", then that’s the way it is. That is in his
spiritual exercises. Always be alert to that "black is white and white is
black" phrase. That is a Jesuit giveaway, that the Jesuits are in it, and
behind it. They’re quoting Ignatius Loyola from his spiritual exercises.

Loyola had will of steel, and he set his mind to regain back what the Papacy
had lost to the Reformation. He went to the Pope, and the Pope in 1540 then
created the Jesuit Order. But this man is a soldier, he’s a lawyer, and he
put together a legion of soldiers and warriors to get back what Rome had
lost. His army of Jesuits will institute a World Government for the Pope,
from Jerusalem. This started in 1540, and is gaining its greatest momentum
TODAY!

He started the Order in 1536. The Pope chartered him, creating the Jesuit
Order. The Jesuit Order has Papal protection, and they began their awful
history of deeds of blood. And war, after war, after war, after war, they’re
all attributed to the Jesuit Order in some way. Catholic nobles, with lots of
money, donated castles and schools and money to the Jesuit Order.

Virtually everything they own has been given to them or stolen by them. Of
course, they stole all of the fortunes of the Jews in World War II. They
stole all their gold, all their assets, and everything, whenever they went
into a country. What has recently been released regarding Nazi deals with the
Swiss, is NOTHING compared to what they’ve taken.

Edmond Paris’s books, such as The Secret History of the Jesuits and The
Vatican Against Europe, get into great detail of what they did. Paris’s books
prove the wars of the 20th century are all attributable to the Jesuits, their
massacres of the Serbs and Jews, etc. But Edmond Paris did not understand
that the Jesuit General is in complete control of the international
intelligence community. Understand that the Jesuit General controls the CIA,
the FBI, the KGB, the Israeli Mossad, the German BND, the British SIS. The
Jesuit General is in COMPLETE CONTROL of the entire intelligence apparatus,
FBI, every bureaucratic agency in America, all of it. He is in complete
control of it.

So, whenever he wants to find something out about an individual, they put in
the Social Security number, and everything from all of the intelligence
apparatus kicks in, and he and his provincials can know all about that man.
Credit cards, you name it, everything that is attached to Rome’s social
security number, which FDR put upon us in 1933. Rome was behind FDR in
putting him in office.

Some of the things that FDR did was implement social insecurity, the income
tax, and recognizing Joseph Stalin’s bloody Jesuit USSR government. The
Social Security number, is Rome’s number—we should refuse to use it—and
that’s why they want everybody using it for everything: driver’s license, tax
return, credit card, everything you do, that number is you and that number is
Rome’s number.



The Mark of the Beast is simply Rome’s Social Security Number with the 6-6-6
system applied to make it scan- able. I was part of the engineering team in
the late 60’s that developed the original 666 scanning system. The UPC and
SKU symbols are based on 666. The 6 is the control number, more than twice as
difficult to scan as the other numbers. So when you put a 6 at the beginning,
a 6 in the middle, and a 6 at the end, if the computer reads the 6-6-6
correctly it becomes physically impossible to misread that Social Security
Number or universal product code number.-

The Knights of Columbus implement Jesuit politics. And Louis Freeh was the
one behind the Waco atrocity and the Oklahoma City bombing atrocity. And his
top sniper was a Japanese Roman Catholic named Lon Horiuchi. Roman Catholics
are in control, the Knights are in control of the FBI, who carried out all of
this killing. And those two men, Louis Freeh and Lon Horiuchi were personally
accountable to Cardinal O’Connor of New York. And Cardinal O’Connor of New
York was the most powerful Cardinal in the country. He was Rome’s military
vicar. They maintain order.



Jesuits wrote the Protocols of the Elders of Zion.


